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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the American DJ Grand VJ 2.0XT by Arkaos - VJ GRAND VJ 2.0-XT,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Karaoke & VJ American DJ.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the American DJ Grand VJ 2.0XT by Arkaos - VJ GRAND VJ 2.0-XT

        The user manual for the American DJ Grand VJ 2.0XT by Arkaos - VJ GRAND VJ 2.0-XT provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Pro Audio  -  DJ Equipment  -  Karaoke & VJ.
        


        The American DJ Grand VJ 2.0XT by Arkaos - VJ Software With Video Mapping Extension (Version 2) is a software application designed for live and installed entertainment applications such as accompanying a DJ with visuals at a party or in the club. This Mac and PC compatible program provides you with a hardware accelerated multi-thread supported eight layer video mix engine for combining most common image and video formats (with Alpha channel support) including Quicktime, Mpeg 2, Mpeg 4, MKv, Vob, Windows Media, and Flash text and animations using ActionScript3 (AS3). This version of the software includes the video-mapping extension which provides you with the necessary tools to define, scale, deform, and assign video outputs to virtual surfaces in software that correlate to physical surfaces in the viewing environment. 

You can combine video layers with 37 transitions with four parameters and fade time control, over 40 effects, automated video generators, and sound driven visual generators including support for a movie's audio through FFMeg (with most formats supported as well as audio through Rewire. The software can receive sound and MIDI from any audio sequencer that is compatible with VST plug-ins. In Mac OS X, the software also supports Quartz Composer .qtz files as sources and effects to enable visual designers and programmer's a greater deal of flexibility and creative freedom when designing a show. 

For performance, the program features a customizable dual synth/mixer mode uses an A/B deck crossfader layout with an independent browser preview window. This setup is similar to the way a DJ mixes two decks with a crossfader while using a cue headphone mix to preview. The software supports generic MIDI controllers with bidirectional communication to enable full tactile MIDI learnable control over mixing controls using your favorite MIDI controller, including an iPhone or iPad. 

The software supports both multiple cameras as well as multiple screens with soft edging. It is also compatible with Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol mapping for a multimedia art-form known as video-mapping or projection-mapping, wherein the high resolution video output of the program can be mapped over physical surfaces within your viewing environment. This version of the software includes the video mapping extension.        
      
	        
        If you own a American DJ karaoke & vj and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the American DJ Grand VJ 2.0XT by Arkaos - VJ GRAND VJ 2.0-XT in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the American DJ Grand VJ 2.0XT by Arkaos - VJ GRAND VJ 2.0-XT:
 	 GPU 	 GPU: 3D accelerated graphics card Intel HD 3000 minimum, AMD HD 5XXX Series, nVidia GeForce 9XXX series 
	 Free Space 	 80 MB to 1.5 GB 
	 PC Requirements 	 OS: Mac OS X 10.6 (and up)
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.83 GHz recommended 
RAM: 4 GB
Media Component: QuickTime 7.x (and up), DirectX 9 Ext. (and up) 
	 Mac Requirements 	 OS: Mac OS X 10.6 (and up)
Processor: Any Intel Mac, Core 2 Duo 1.83 GHz recommended 
RAM: 1 GB, 2 GB recommended
Media Component: QuickTime 7.x (and up) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 1.0 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 9.1 x 7.3 x 2.5" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the American DJ Grand VJ 2.0XT by Arkaos - VJ GRAND VJ 2.0-XT can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new karaoke & vj, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other American DJ users keep a unique electronic library
        for American DJ karaoke & vjs,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the American DJ Grand VJ 2.0XT by Arkaos - VJ GRAND VJ 2.0-XT.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the American DJ Grand VJ 2.0XT by Arkaos - VJ GRAND VJ 2.0-XT, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the karaoke & vj.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from American DJ service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the American DJ Grand VJ 2.0XT by Arkaos - VJ GRAND VJ 2.0-XT. User manuals are also
        available on the American DJ website under Pro Audio  -  DJ Equipment  -  Karaoke & VJ.
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